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Energy Storage
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Overall conclusions 
• In a BCA, all model parameters are important – size, power, energy, 

round trip efficiency, costs, prices, rates, projected decreasing costs, 
duration, policies . . . But all are not always included. Standardization 
would help. 

• Value stacking and dual market participation (wholesale & distribution) 
are crucial.

• Frequency regulation and ancillary benefits consistently yield BCR >1, 
but so do many other combinations of stacked values.

• How to improve Benefit Cost Ratios? Streamline, standardize, and/or 
advance valuation, rate reform, interconnection, codes and standards, 
commissioning, risk & finance, marketing, and education.



How to measure benefits
• Merchant Value – Profits that a private investor could capture in wholesale power 

markets
• Frequency regulation

• Arbitrage

• Other ancillary services

• Societal or System-Wide Benefits 
• Reduced GHGs and other pollutants

• Reduced peak demand

• Improved resilience/reliability

• Customer benefits
• Production cost savings and reduced wholesale prices

• Deferred generation and/or T&D

• Reduced outages (value of lost load, VOLL; value of avoided outage)

• Demand or TOU charges

A large benefit to cost ratio 
(>1) is not as good as a 
large net benefit ($).



BCA modeling assumptions

BCAs model multiple use cases with multiple variations 
(scenarios) with . . .
• Battery chemistry, size, duration, efficiency, lifetime

• Current and decreasing battery, power electronics, balance of plant, 
permitting and interconnection, safety, and other soft costs

• New regulatory frameworks (incentives, ratemaking, wholesale rules)

• Changing demand (population, demographics, electrification . . .)

• Better monetization with evolving regulatory framework (resilience, carbon 
reduction . . .)

• Uncertainty in energy and ancillary service market prices

• Different objectives from state to state . . . 



ES BCAs are like everything else in ES -- EVOLVING

• Chemistries, technologies, and applications

• Commissioning, interconnection, decommissioning

• Finance

• Valuation and monetization

• Codes and standards

In our BCAs . . .
• There are many different methodologies

• The largest portion of current studies show positive net benefits



• Used the EPRI ES Valuation Tool over 
~30 use cases for
• Bulk storage (peaker

substitution)
• Ancillary services
• Distributed storage sited at 

utility substations
• Input data

• Grid service technical 
requirements

• Financial assumptions for 
storage owner (discount rate, 
tax assumptions

• Cost, performance, size, and 
configuration of ES system
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2014

Benefits include:
• Avoided distribution outages
• Deferred T&D investments
• Production cost savings
• Avoided generation or 

demand-side capacity 
investments



2014

Merchant Storage Value Assumptions
• 3 hour discharge capacity
• 85% round trip efficiency
• No other variable O&M costs
• Storage costs of $350/kW

• $200/kW purchase cost
• $150/kW installation cost
• Fixed O&M costs of 1% of 

investment for “expected” 
value, and 2% for “high” value

“Storage investments could not be undertaken at an efficient scale solely by 
merchant developers in the Texas restructured electricity market because 
the value that a merchant storage developer can capture and monetize 
through transacting in the wholesale power market alone is too low 
compared to costs.”



2014
2014

Benefits include:
• Power purchase cost 

savings
• Customer bill offsets 

from storage merchant 
value



2016

• Modeling results show that up to 1766 MW of 

new ES would result in $2.3B in benefits by:

• Reducing the price paid for electricity

• Lowering peak demand by nearly 10%

• Deferring transmission and distribution 

investments

• Reducing GHG emissions (and reducing the 

effective cost of compliance)

• Reducing the cost to integrate renewable energy generation

• Deferring capital investment in new capacity

• Increasing the grid’s overall flexibility, reliability, and resiliency



BICOS –
Breakeven 
Installed Cost 
of System

2018

• Breakeven Capital 
Cost – the estimated 
up front capital cost 
of a storage system 
with certain defined 
performance 
characteristics which 
would result in a B/C 
ratio of 1.



2018

Highlights
• By 2020 175 MW of FTM ES (4-

hour) could be cost effective.
• By 2030 700-1000 MW could be 

cost effective
• By 2030 BTM ES could add 30 -- 40 

MW with proper incentives



2-hr, BTM pilot, single or 
double 5 kW systems 
modeled over 10 years and 
including avoided energy, 
capacity, T&D costs over 
four scenarios



This study also includes 
jobs and end-of-life and 
environmental 
considerations.

Brattle results



2019



New Jersey Energy Storage 
Analysis Final Report, 2019

BCRs in the Rutgers study are consistently <1
• For installations modeled at hospitals, apartment complexes, 

hotels, offices, secondary schools, supermarkets
• Values include resiliency, avoided emissions, VOLL, electricity bill 

management, all as NPVs)
o Standalone Li-ion battery storage -- 1 MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs; BCRs 0.19 -- 0.25
o Standalone Li-ion battery storage -- 0.25 MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs; BCRs 0.33 – 0.58 
o ES with PV (1 MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs -- ITC: BCRs 0.30 – 0.66
o ES for freq. reg only -- 1 MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs; BCRs 0.92 – 1.50
o ES for arbitrage only – 1 MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs; BCRs 0.36 – 0.68
o 25% freq. reg & 75% arbitrage – 1MW, 4 hr, 10 yrs BCRs 0.91 – 1.49
o Centralized with PV – BCR 0.41 – 0.57
o Decentralized with PV -- BCR 0.53 – 0.67
o Centralized ES Only – BCR 0.27 – 0.57

2019
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https://www.nrel.gov/solar/assets/pdfs/2017-us-demand-charges-webinar.pdf

https://www.nrel.gov/solar/assets/pdfs/2017-us-demand-charges-webinar.pdf
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Conclusions

“If energy storage is not cost effective, it is partly because 
the regulatory environment does not allow it to be.”

Dr. Imre Gyuk, DOE OE Energy Storage Program Director

• In a BCA, all model parameters are important – size, power, energy, round 
trip efficiency, costs, prices, rates, projected decreasing costs, duration, 
policies . . . But all are not always included. Standardization would help. 

• Value stacking and dual market participation (wholesale & distribution) are 
crucial.

• Frequency regulation and ancillary benefits consistently yield BCR >1, but 
so do many other combinations of stacked values.

• How to improve Benefit Cost Ratios? Streamline, standardize, and/or 
advance valuation, rate reform, interconnection, codes and standards, 
commissioning, risk & finance, marketing, and education.
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• Breakeven Capital Cost – the estimated up 

front capital cost of a storage system with 

certain defined performance characteristics 

which would result in a B/C ratio of 1.

Conclusions:



2014

“Neither merchant investors nor T&D service providers (TDSPs) companies 
can capture sufficient benefits under the current policy framework, so a 
new policy framework is required.
• Allow TDSPs to recover investments through regulated rates, as long as:

• A significant fraction of the value of the ES asset is assicated with T&D 
benefits not captured through wholesale market participation

• Incremental system-wide benefits are expected to exceed costs by a 
sufficient margin

• Regs would maintain a clear delineation between regulated TDSPs and 
wholesale market participants

• TDSPs will “auction off” wholesale market value of distributed ES and enter 
into “arms length” contracts with 3rd parties who schedule charging and 
discharging to maximize revenues. Auction proceeds are credited back to 
customers to reduce regulated rates.” 

Regulatory implications
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Policy recommendations include:
• Grant and rebate programs

• Storage in state portfolio standards

• Establishing/clarifying regulatory 

treatment of utility storage

• Options that include statutory change 

to enable storage as part of clean 

energy procurement

• Other changes: easing 

interconnection, safety and 

performance codes and standards, 

customer marketing and education



Value streams for reducing 

. . .
• Production costs of 

generating energy and 

ancillary services

• Installed capacity needs 

for traditional power 

generation sources

• Distribution-system 

outages

• Or deferring T&D 

upgrades

• Emissions and decreasing 

2018



2018

Deploying 1500 MW of ES by 2025 will 

yield:
• ~$2B in gross lifetime benefits to utility 

customers

• Addition of flexible resources

• Avoiding >1M tons of CO2 emissions over 

10 years

• Adding resiliency (1500 MW = demand from 

20% of NY homes)

• Protecting public health (environmental 

justice . . .)

• 30,000 jobs by 2030

Market Segments
Customer-sited deployments
• Demand charge management
• Value of DER services via the value stack
• Dynamic load management including demand 

response

Distribution system deployments
• Utility T&D solutions providing distribution 

relief, 
peak demand relief, and wholesale market 
prices

• Local reliability services

Bulk System Deployments
• Firming resource when paired with large-

scale 
intermittent renewables

• Peaker replacement/complement and “clean 
peak” 
services

• Bulk wholesale serevices and potential 
opportunities for bulk transmission deferral



2018

Key Takeaways

Key 

Takeaways 

1

Market 

Segment

All • Value stacking is essential, especially for distribution and bulk system storage
• Reducing installation and financing costs and developing market acceleration 

incentives can make projects more economical in the short term and accelerate cost 
reduction curve

• Improving revenue certainty lowers financing costs
• Storage economics are highly project specific, and identifying the right customers 

and sites requires improved data access and identifying high-need areas of the grid

Customer-Cited • Key drivers include customer “peakiness”, cost of demand charges, and customers’ 
value of resiliency

• Policies must balance revenue certainty while maintaining dynamic price signals that 
reflect system needs



2018

Key Takeaways

Key 

Takeaways 2

Market Segment

Distribution 
System

• Dual market participation (distribution & wholesale) require clarity and must be 
accelerated

• Access to multiple markets increases and diversifies developer revenue; increasing 
access to distribution system data will facilitate planning and siting

Bulk system • Dual market participation must be accelerated
• Use cases attractive in one setting may not be in another. Rules around aggregation, 

telemetry, and metering must evolve
• Economic and reliability analysis must show how ES peakers and or DERs+Storage can 

replace existing, aging, and/or polluting plants
• PV+ Storage can firm PV production, receive ITCs, and reduce interconnection costs 

by limiting power output
• Storage opens new market for off-peak charging from both traditional and renewable 

generation



2018

Recommended Actions (see actual 

report for much more detail)

• Retail Rate Actions and Utility Programs  -- Create lower rates, send accurate price 

signals, reduce financing barriers

• Investor Owned Utility Roles – Align utility incentives to achieve a market-based storage 

sector, clarify role and business model for IOUs to manage full customer bill, leverage 

expanded NWAs (which reduce generation capacity obligation and peak system load, and 

provide ancillary services to the wholesale market

• Direct Procurement Approaches through NWAs, RECS and NYS Leading by Example 

Procurement Initiatives

• Market Acceleration Bridge Incentive – to hasten market learning curve and reduce costs

• Address Soft Costs including Barriers in Data and Finance – Pursue cross-cutting actions to 

expand access to better system load data, lowering soft costs, and insuring a skilled 

workforce

• Clean Peak Actions – Align with Dept. of Env. Conservation combustion turbine peaking 

unit regs and differentially value peak carbon reductions through rate design, market 

acceleration bridge incentives, RECs, and develop methodology for analyzing peaker plant 

ops and emission profiles

• Wholesale Market Actions and Distribution/Wholesale Market (Dual Market) Coordination 
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Four Scenarios, 2019 -- 2029

• Reference Case  -- no Sunset Bill (SB 19-236) and associated 

utility resource-planning carbon price.

• Carbon Price Case – “business as usual, including SB 19-236 

and carbon price starting at $46/ton in 2020 and increasing 

by 2%/yr. Also, no expansion of RES, but RES requirements 

remain in place until 2029.

• Co-op Scenario – including SB 19-236, and self-generation 

limit on co-ops enforced by Tri-State G&T would be relaxed 

by 1% each year starting in 2020, reaching 15% by 2029, 

and any self generation will be met with PV, batteries, or 

PV+batteries.

• RES Scenario – including SB 19-236, and CO’s RES 

requirements increase after 2020: For IOU’s, 75% of sales 

come from RES technologies by 2029. For Munis and co-ops, 

the RES requirement will increase to 30% by 2029, and RES 

+ storage can be used.
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2-year, BTM pilot, single or double 5 kW 
systems modeled over 10 years and including 
avoided energy, capacity, T&D costs.

Results from all four scenarios:
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Results don’t show benefit cost ratio, but only the growth of 
batteries starting around 2023

This study also includes impacts on jobs



Recommendations & Policy Actions
• Establish storage procurement goal or target
• Convene statewide “Storage Issues Forum”
• Develop a strategic plan for accelerating microgrid deployment to enhance 

resilience at critical facilities
• Move beyond utility pilot projects towards larger commercial scale project 

deployments
• Enhance generation resource planning and procurement processes to 

ensure thorough consideration of storage options
• Enhance distribution planning and procurement to ensure thorough 

consideration of storage options
• Explore ways to support economically distressed communities by studying 

the viability of new pumped hydro projects
• Establish a direct incentive program to reduce rates
• Enact retail rate reforms and implement utility customer programs
• Adopt multiple use application framework for wholesale markets
• Seek wholesale market improvements through participation in PJM 

stakeholder processes
• Update and streamline permitting and interconnection both statewide and 

local for ES and DERs
• Revise definition of public utility to ensure 3rd party development is 

possible
• Provide VA’s universities with additional resources to pursue R&D of new ES 

technologies



2019



2019



2019



State of Maine Commission to 
Study the Economic, 
Environmental, and Energy 
Benefits of Energy Storage to the 
Maine Electricity Industry, 2019



New Jersey Energy Storage 
Analysis Final Report, 2019
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My agenda for today

1. From the starting point of where Howard left off…

o “There is a universal need to streamline, standardize and/or advance valuation rate reform, interconnection, codes & 
standards, commissioning, risk & finance, and stakeholder education.”

o Where do BCAs fit into the equation and how are being used for regulatory reform?

2. What the key lessons learned drawn from the BCAs for the NJ BPU?

o ”Connecting the dots” between the economics of ES…which supports the practice of preparing BCAs…which in turn 
supports regulatory reform that translates into specific initiatives that are being introduced at the state 
level….initiatives that are intended to remove barriers that prevent a market for ES from developing.  

3. What are the key findings specific to regulatory reform?

o How can the NJ BPU utilize the findings we have gathered into actionable application to upcoming docket proceedings?

o Next steps for the NJ BPU

2



My Take on the Forest & The Trees Analogy

3

The forest is the E&U sector. ES is a comparatively 

technology that policymakers could not have 

foreseen when constructing long-standing policy 

frameworks. ES developers are eager to utilize its 

applications to support the grid and earn revenue in 

both wholesale/federal and retail/state transactions.

The trees represent individual RTOs or 

individual state commissions, and from 

there we can get into individual tree 

“branches” reflecting specific policy 

reforms—ones that may to one extent 

or another rely on the data gathered 

and included within a BCA.

Broad regulatory policy reforms 

are needed both across the forest 

itself and within individual trees.



❑Drilling down even further… 
4

• If the trees are individual states, individual RTOs, etc., the branches 

reflect specific policy reforms—ones that may, to one extent or 

another, rely on the data gathered and included within a BCA.

• Where BCAs appear to be most applicable or helpful for state level 

policymakers are in the following regulatory reform initiatives 

(branches):

• Rate design (TOU rates)

• Approving utility procurement proposals

• Evaluating specific applications of energy storage and, 

presumably, where and how specific applications would be the 

most valuable in terms of grid support and opportunity to 

create revenue across the distribution grid.

• Further, consider that among the trees may be both apple trees and 

orange trees. One might dismiss the potential for any granular 

similarities due to this inherent difference….but we would offer that 

many lessons can learned that can be pulled from / applied to 

different trees.



❑Key lessons for the NJ BPU
5

1. Not all BCAs will be applicable or useful. Must be mindful of the underlying 

objective of each BCA. 

2. Furthermore, whether the scope is applicable (e.g., distribution/wholesale, 

technologies included, relevance to regulatory reform).

3. There are many key findings that can be organized into different categories.

a) Key findings about ES technologies

b) Key findings about how BCA can be used and are currently being used by state regulators

c) Key findings about what to include in a BCA

d) Key findings on regulatory approach, initiatives, etc.

• State versus federal

• State initiatives



❑How are BCAs being used in regulatory proceedings?
6

1. BCAs are relevant to both wholesale and retail markets.

2. ES BCAs reflects a broad topic. There are many forms of ES and many different use 

cases, configurations, and site specifications.

3. While RTOs increasingly can accommodate ES, RTO markets generally do not fully 

value all ESS capabilities at this time.

4. Further, RTO planning and modeling may not accommodate all market functions, 

particularly those functions that provide value at the distribution level. 

5. Thus, preparation of BCAs at the state level and for application to the 

retail/distribution market are particularly important and the onus is on state 

regulators to utilize BCAs for their own unique regulatory purposes. 



❑How are BCAs being used in regulatory proceedings?
7

6. A market for ES at the state level is unlikely to develop if the regulatory structure is 

undefined. For instance, solar developers are struggling to find how to make money 

in Texas based on the wholesale market alone….and yet the retail market rules are 

also restrictive…so solar developers will likely search for other markets than Texas.

7. Our focus here is on the relevance of BCAs specifically for state regulators.

8. The challenge is in finding a BCA that offer particular educational insight to the NJ 

BPU due to its: 1)  particular market context; 2) their geographic proximity; and 3) 

the regulatory barriers they are seeking to address, or some combination thereof .

9. Of the 11 BCAs we reviewed, the North Carolina study provides the most 

valuable data and findings for the NJ BPU.



What are the key findings specific to regulatory reform?
8

1. Most of the BCAs are showing positive BCR’s (as Howard indicated).

2. Some, but not all, of the regulatory reform measure recommended across these 11 

BCAs are initiatives that the NJ BPU has pursued. The initiatives that have not been 

pursued offer a cross-checking opportunity assessing the readiness of the 

regulatory framework.

3. The BCA can be used to determine the potential amount of ESS that should be 

deployed to achieve a certain level of benefits at specific points across the 

distribution grid. (TX)

4. BCAs are being used to support utility regulatory requirements that utilities 

incorporate ES into large‐scale renewable procurements (NY).

5. Use the BCA as a starting point for Value of Storage proceedings and/or Value of 

Resilience proceedings. (VA)**



How can the BPU utilize the findings?
9

1. Incorporate relevant BCAs into the broad policy considerations of exiting PJM and creating 

a stand-along capacity market.

• The Texas Oncor/BG ES BCA concludes that the wholesale market wholesale market alone in 

Texas does not support a cost-effective investment in ES in the state; but it could be argued that 

this was the premise that the study sought to establish.

• The North Carolina study explores the opportunities for a distribution level market for 

ancillary services and the policy issue of whether utilities should be required to NCUC should 

be required to compensate 3rd parties for services provided. 

2. Determine how ES should, can, and will participate to the state’s goals embedded within 

the Energy Master Plan

• What constitutes storage in NJ?

• Cost modeling of battery storage against pumped hydro and offshore wind and reconcile against 

Gov Murphy’s goals



How can the BPU utilize the findings?
10

3. Distribution planning for ES, which calls under the domain of the NJ BPU, could become an increasingly 

important lever in terms of meeting Gov. Murphy’s ambitious goals as outlined in the Energy Master Plan. 

• A BCA with a targeted scope of focus on the distribution grid could justify utility investment in 

ES.

• The Texas/ Oncor/ BG study is a relevant reference point as this study examined the specific 

locations on the distribution grid (e.g., nodal points) where ES could be effective, and answered this 

question from the perspective of retail customers, wholesale electricity market participants, and the 

combined system or “society as a whole.”



How can the BPU utilize the findings?
11

4. Cross check against initiatives recommended in the Rutgers Study against what has been recommended / 

accomplished other states.

• Recommend ways to increase opportunities for ES and DERs in the State,

including any recommendations for financial incentives to aid in the

development and implementation of these technologies.

• Continue data gathering, economic evaluation (i.e., continue to conduct

frequent BCAs that are specific to NJ)

• Benchmarking,stakeholder engagement and policy development

• Propose pilot projects.

• Accelerate the adoption of EVs that could benefit from ES-enabled

infrastructure improvements?

• Accelerate the installation of more PV in NJ?

• Develop ES related codes,standards and safety protocols;and

• Develop an implementation plan (that requires specific actions on the part of

the regulatedutilities?)



How can the NJ BPU utilize the findings?
12

5. The Rutgers also recommended further study on the following:

• Value stacking: 1) How will it improve the value proposition for ES applications; 2) What rules are

necessary to ensure that customer-side applications can be stacked with distribution-level and bulk power-

level applications,without inappropriate double-dipping or sub-optimization?

• Battery costs are dropping rapidly, but many future cost reductions will need to come from reducing soft

costs such as permitting, customer acquisition, and financial risk.: 1) Which market rules and incentive

arrangements have lower soft costs?; 2) Which ones encourage market learning, experience acquisition, and

achievement of scale economies?

• Hosting Capacity (on distribution systems) How can policies encourage collection and public sharing of

regular data on ES installations and their performance, and on market opportunities that may emerge on

T&D networks?

• Utility Ownership: Should utility ownership of ES devices be limited to ensure creation of a robust

market, or do the benefits of vertical integration outweigh this concern? The PJM frequency regulation

market and its oversight processes may offer practical insights for other ES applications.

• Pilot Programs: The Rutgers study recommended that it would be valuable for the NJ BPU to establish

pilot programs, specifically to examine use cases associated with bulk power system, distribution-level, and

customer-side applications,and multiple technologies.



How can the NJ BPU utilize the findings?
13

• Which initiatives have been accomplished / 

completed?

• Which initiatives still need refinement?
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WHY STORAGE IS IMPORTANT 

2Green Mountain Power

Resiliency: stay up and running during storms, 
which are more frequent and more severe due to 
climate change

Affordability: cost-effective, seamless backup 
power, plus peak shaving drives down costs for all 
customers

Grid flexibility: provides GMP new tools to manage 
a new grid that has significantly more distributed 
solar

Carbon reduction: batteries charge off low-
emission supply and displace dirty peaks

Total CO2 Reduction
Over 1.5 million pounds of 
CO2 reduced so far = 144
passenger vehicles off the 

road for 1 year

EPA Greenhouse Gas 
Equivalencies Calculator



GMP RESIDENTIAL STORAGE OFFERINGS

3Green Mountain Power

Energy Storage System Lease

$55 per month for 10 years 
OR $5500 up front

Two Powerwalls per install:
27kWh/10kW per system

Customers can work with any 
participating Tesla-Certified installer

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

Purchase an approved battery &
receive an upfront incentive from GMP
for sharing stored energy during peaks

Both programs deliver resiliency with seamless backup power 
Both programs save all customers money by driving down peak



ENERGY STORAGE PROGRAM: AN OVERVIEW

4Green Mountain Power

$30/month for clean backup power

Program is fully enrolled

Shared access for peaks: Tesla’s 
GridLogic platform aggregates and 
dispatches

Currently at approximately 14MW 
of aggregate power

Testing frequency regulation service 
now



BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE

► Program provides up to $1050/kW of 
up-front incentive in exchange for 
dispatch control of battery

► Extra value for storage sited in solar 
saturated locations

5Green Mountain Power

Eligible Batteries



PEAK SHAVING 101: GENERATE SAVINGS FOR ALL CUSTOMERS

6Green Mountain Power

GMP power supply 
costs driven by single 
hour of highest VT 
demand each month

 Batteries lower the 
peaks by discharging



CUSTOMER STORIES

7Green Mountain Power

“The Powerwalls pumped our water, ran our lights, appliances, TV, 
and computers, and even powered our electric snow blower just as 
seamlessly as if we were connected to the grid.”

- Gerry Hawkes, GMP Customer who rode through a 4-day outage.



VT STATEHOUSE C&I BYOD EVENT

8Green Mountain Power

Commercial BYOD



OTHER FORMS OF GMP LOAD MANAGEMENT

9Green Mountain Power

SOLAR + STORAGE
AT STAFFORD HILL



5MW-AC PV W/ 2 MW / 8 MWH BATTERY STORAGE

10Green Mountain Power

Essex, VT

Ferrisburgh, VT 
w/single-axis trackers

Milton, VT 
w/Tesla Powerpacks



5MW-AC PV W/ 2 MW / 8 MWH BATTERY STORAGE
 Larger projects are providing peak shaving, frequency 

regulation energy arbitrage and solar management

 With eye towards more full distribution islanding similar 
to work on Panton

11Green Mountain Power

Panton to be first distribution system 
island feeding multiple distribution 
customers on only solar and storage

5MW Solar &
1MW/4MWH 

Storage
Panton, VT



12Green Mountain Power

Questions?
Josh.Castonguay@greenmountainpower.com

Think Big, Start Small and Scale Fast

mailto:Josh.Castonguay@greenmountainpower.com
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